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SUMMARY
This report summarizes the findings of the investigation into the ,.ature and
cause of the fire in RAAF Orion aircraft A9-300. This aircraft was destroyed by fire
which initiated in the oxygen system as the result of an explosion caused by metal
ignition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Following a ground fire in Orion aircraft A9-300, ARL was requested to
examine parts of the Flight Station Oxygen System and (if possible) to establish the
mode of ignition of the obvious metal/oxygen fire which had occurred wit;hin that
system.
This report is based on inspection of the debris from the fire, witness
reports on the events prior to and after the fire, inspection of components from other
RAAF oxygen systems and a search of the chemical literature for basic research data
relevant to this incident.

2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENTS IN THE VIRE IN ORTO)N A I PC R
A9-300

"["

In order to carry out maintenance work on the forward RADAR wavcguide
of Orion aircraft A9-300 it was nessassary for RAAF personnel to remove the No.2
oxygen cylinder from the Flight Station Oxygen System which is situated under the
pilot's seat.
The Flight station Oxygen System is shown inl a schematic diagram in
Figure 1. Although maintenance manuals required that the system be depressurized to
500psi prior to disconnection of a cylinder, this procedure was not followed in this
case. On unscrewing the self-sealing fitting on the outlet of the No. 2 cylinder, the
hiss of escaping gas (oxygen) was heard by all personnel in the cockpit. This should
normally take only a few seconds as the volume of pipe work, valve block3, etc. is
small (when all valves are working perfectly). After a few minutes, when the hiss had
not abated as expected, an attempt was made to close the fitting on the neck of the
cylinder. From a later reconstruction of the incident, the RAAF estimated that the
rate of oxygen escape was 50 L/min. When resealing was attempted, a vioient
explosion occurred in the vicinity of the high pressure manifold and check valve
assembly. The ensuing fire quickly spread to the rest of the aircraft cabin. A high
pressure oxygen manifold and check valve is shown in Figure 2 and the drawing of the
component parts in Figure 3.
Several minutes after the start of the fire, oxygen cylinder No. 2 (the
oxygen contents of which had been isolated from the rest of the system) exited the
aircraft through the port side. This cylinder had overheated and the pressure-rlief
valve built into the cylinder fitti,
,..id
then operated. Due to the position of the
relief nozzles, a jet of oxygen wa.ted onto the cylinder itself, adjacent to the
neck. Under the prevailing conditions
.
jet of oxygen, at a temperature high enough
to blow the relief valve, formed an 'oxygen lance' which rapidly cut through the
cylinder. The remaining oxygen pressure was sufficient to cause the cylinder to be
propelled through the side wall of the aircraft.
After the fire, the pressure manifold, which had not been exposed to the
full heat of the subsequent cabin fire, was found almost intact (Figure 4), apart from a
severely burnt filler manifold (Figures 5,6,&7).
Other damage to the flight station oxygen system included mechanical
damage to the pressure-reducing valve and severing of the aluminum tubing which
connected the pressare manifold and the check valve assembly to the pressurereducing valve. The latter defect involved metal failure due to overpressurisation of
the tubing (estimated at 5400 psi) as the contained oxygen was heated close to the
melting point of the aluminium alloy. As this type of damage was considered to havc

the

occurred subsequent to
considered necessary.

3.

DEFECTS
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critical
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A9-300

Inspection of the pressure manifold and check valve assembly indicated a
of non-standard conditions.

3.1

Defective

Brass

Screw

Inspection of the poppet valve from No. 3 inlet poppet chamber (Figure 8),
showed that the head of the brass screw (Figure 3, detail A, item 5), which holds the
poppet seal (item 7) in place, was missing. A cross-section of the screw was examined
(Figure 9a) to determine whether the missing head was due to fire damage or another
mechanism. This revealed that dezincification corrosion had occurred. Dezincification
is the localized corrosion of brasses which leaves a spongy, structurally weakened
mass of the more noble element, copper, partially bonded in place at the site of the
corrosion to the corrosion products (in this case mainly zinc oxide). This form of
corrosion is promoted by water with a high oxygen content. Some of 'he remaining
copper had oxidized and was concentrated near the surface of the corrided material.
The net result of this form of corrosion was that sound metal was slowly changed to a
brittle, porous mass of copper. The corrosion extended to the base of the screw (Figure
10) indiczaT.g that it had occurred prior to the fire.
The top surface of the screw is shown enlarged in Figure 11. The rough
surface is consistent with an advanced state of oxidation/corrosion. The adjacent
aluminium poppet valve seal retaining washer (Figure 3, detail A, item 6) had
received onl,, superficial damage (Figure 8) during the fire, with no evidence of
washer melting (i.e. the temperature was below approximately 650 0 C). The brass
screw has also received only very minor fire damage and the silicone rubber seal was
still complete, although distorted by the heat and gas flow. The location of the damage
to these various parts suggests that, if the head had been damaged principally by the
initial fire, the screw head would have been left concave rather than convex, due to
protection afforded by the surrounding material. Concave damage had occurred to the
brass screw in the No. I poppet from A9-300 and was clearly the result of the fire.
The evidence (of corrosion on the lower part of the screw, and only
superficial fire damage to the poppet valve assembly) suggests that the head of the
brass screw had corroded away prior to the fire.
The function of the poppet valve screw is to hold the silicone rubber
sealing washer in place with the aid of an aluminium alloy washer. Loss of the screw
head would not necessarily have prevented the poppet valve from functioning
correctly, although it would increase the probability of its incorrect function.
Comparative examination of the brass poppet valve screws (5 in detail A of
Figure 3) using metallographic techniques indicated that the corroded screw was
manufactured from a leaded, free-machining brass, while screws from other poppet
valves in this, and other outlet manifold assemblies examined, did not contain
similarly high levels of lead. It appears that the corroded screw was not a standard
component of the Flight Station Oxygen System.

3.2

Poppet

Valve

Seal

Inspection of the poppet valve
score marks on the aluminium alloy face
prior to the fire and would have allowed
washer (Figure 13). In combination with

seat from No.3 chamber showed evidence of
(Figure 12). These score marks were present
a slow gas leakage under the silicone rubber
the defective brass screw the score marks
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ensured that the poppet valve would not function properly,
reverse gas flow in the manifold.

3.3

Evidence

for

Sonic

i.e.

it would not prevent

Flow

Estimates provided by the RAAF indicated that the approximate oxygen
leak rate of the oxygen system, when the self-sealing No. 2 cylinder neck fitting was
allowed to vent the No. 2 supply line and filler manifold, was 50 L/min. Assuming the
following conditions: oxygen flow 50 L/min; temperature 20 0 C, system pressure 1800
psi, then the effective diameter of the leak was 0.25mm. This value is consistent with
the observed deformation of the No. 3 poppet valve washer (Figure 13).
The conditions described are consistent with choked flow through the
orifice formed by the defective poppet valve. Flow through the orifice was sonic and
possibly supersonic as it expanded into the filler manifold. Any particulate
contamination entrained in the gas would have had imparted to it considerable kinetic
energy. Sonic flow conditions would have prevailed for any downstream pressure of
900 psi or less given an upstream pressure of 1800 psi. On the attempted
reconnection of the No. 2 oxygen cylinder, sonic flow conditions would have prevailed
until the downstream pressure reached 900 psi.

3.4

Corrosion

Product

Cgntamination

The missing screw head of the No 3 poppet valve, and the corrosion found,
strongly suggests that particulate contamination from this source would have been
spread throughout the oxygen system. The contaminants could have included brass
metal, copper metal, zinc oxide and copper oxide dusts.
These cor,'aminants could have been entrained in the sonic flow discussed
in the previous section.

3.5

Charging

Fitting

Filter

The brass filter within the charging valve assembly (Figure 1) was not
adequately designed and was loose within its housing. Inspection of the base of the
filter revealed
fretting of the base of the sintered brass filter element. This form of
wear is the result of small ielative movement between solid surfaces in contact under
pressure. Apart from failing to trap particles effectivuly the filter element itself
would have contributed to th._ contamination of the system by being a source of
metallic particles.

4. DEFECTS OBSERVED IN OTHER ORION AIRCRAFT
In the course of RAAF investigations, and as a result of ARL observations,
components of other Orion aircraft were submitted to ARL for investigation.

4.1

Filters

Filters from a number of Orion aircraft were examined. These were taken
from the charging valve assemblies, and all showed signs of fretting, indicating that
the element vaz not sealing properly and had oscillated during charging of the oxygen
system. This movement had led to damage of the filter body, removal of material from
the filter element and an imperfect seal between the filter body and the filter
element. As a result the filters were incapable of effectively removing particles and
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contributed to metal particle contamination. In addition, the size of the pores of the
filters varied between aircraft. Some examples of these filters are shown in Figures 14
& 15.

4.2

Corrosion

A number of pressure manif'Is were examined and showed evidence of
corrosion (Figure i6). For this corrosion to have taken place moisture must have been
present.
In aircraft A9-756, extensive rust deposition was found in the stainless
steel tube which connects the pressure manifold to the charging valve. Figure 17
shows the end of the stainless steel pipe where it fits into a union. The extent of the
lust deposits is illustrated in Figure 18 where the same tube has been cut midway
along its length. The rust in this instance resulted from a poor pickling procedure
after fabiication of the part (of local manufacture). This heavy rust deposit led to a
fine layer of rust being deposited over the internal walls of the pressure manifold
(see Figure 19 and section 4.4).
Another source of rust was the steel cylinders used for ground transport
and storage. In the various oxygen systems, there were no filters that were fine enough
to remove dusts of this type (particle sizes of 1 micron and less).
ft was concluded that rust probably formed a component of particulate
contamination in all aircraft and was most probably present in aircraft A9-300 at the
time of the fire.

4.3

Manufacturing

Techniques

Poor quality control in the manufacture of a pressure manifold is shown in
Fig,e
0. In machining the block to accommodate the stainless steel connectors,
aluminium burrs were left protruding from tne tops of threads; these burrs were
anodised. Such burrs have surface-to-volume ratios which are much higher than that
of the pressure manifold block itself. The surface-to-volume ratio is one of the
critical parameters controlling metal ignition. While the aluminium burr of Figure 20
has a lower surface-to-volume ratio than other metal particles discussed earlier,
these aluminium alloy burrs would provide a means by which particulate ignition
could progress to metal block combustion. A comparison could be made with the
setting of a wood fire where the progression, match-twig-stick-log, is a familiar
sequence. In an oxygen system the sequence would be metal particle, metal burr,
screw thread section, metal block.

4.4

A9-756
position
side of
detailed
19&21.

An

Example

of

Metal

Ignition

As an aid to the investigation of this fire a pressure manifold of aircraft
was inspected and revealed a non-catastrophic example of metal ignition. The
of the ignition was located just before the central poppet valve on the inlet
the pressure manifold (Figure 1). The manifold was sectioned to enable
photographs to be taken; the two halves of the section are shown in Figures

A number of points are of interest. In Figure 21 a molten liquid drop has
rolled around the internal passage. Apart from the ignition site, the anodised surface
has not been damaged. Figure 19 shows the extension further into the tube, of the roll
path of the liquid drop in Figure 21. In addition, liquid has dropped off the ridge
above and splattered. Again, the anodised surface has not been damaged. In the central
area of the ignition, the anodiscd coating has been breached and the aluminium block
pitted (note where part of one frotzen droplet has broken off revealing the undamaged
anodi, ed film, Figure 19).
4

5.

ANALYSIS

OF THE IGNITION IN A9-756

Analysis of the froen drops taken from the quenched ignition in A9-756,
by the use of Energy Dispersive X-Ray analysis (EDX), showed them to be mainly iron
and chromium with some aluminium (most probably the oxides). No nickel was
present. This analysis indicates that a metal particle with a high chromium content
was involved. The absence of nickel indicates that it was not an austenitic stainless
steel as used in the fittings and stainless steel pipework in the Orion
Flight Station
Oxygen System.
The melting point of an aluminium oxide film (in the case of the high
pressure manifold, a film produced by chromic acid anodising) is 2040 0 C, while the
melting point of one of the iron oxides likely to be present (FeO) is 1420 0 C and
chromium oxide (Cr 2 0 3 ) is 2435 0 C. The latter would 'dissolve' in the lower melting
point iron oxide.
The contamination of this manifold with rust was noted earlier (section
4.2). The nist can be seen in Figure 19 as a fine red/brown dust. The danger posed by
rust contamination with aluminium components in liquid oxygen and high pressure
gaseous oxygen systems is widely recognised [Reference I], but is not completely
understood. On a macro-scale, the reaction of powdered aluminium and ferric oxide
('rust,' which in this context refers to the oxide rather than a hydrated form of the
oxide which is commonly referred to by this term) is known as the thermite reaction
(equation 1). It is often used as an incendiary device in weapons [Reference. 2].
Fe 2 0 3
iron oxide

+

2A1
aluminium

A1 2 0 3
+
aluminium oxide

2Fe
(1)
iron

The reaction is initiated at temperatures of 650-800 0 C [Reference 4].
Typical methods of ignition include use of a burning magnesium ribbon or a slow
burning explosive such as barium nitrate (BaNO 3 ), itself ignited by a primer. The
heat of reaction is -849 kJ mole - 1 of Fe 2 0 3 [Reference 31, the negative sign indicating
that heat is evolved during the reaction.
The adiabatic reaction temperature

(i.e. assuming no heat loss) of
thermite reaction is limited by the boiling point of iron at 2870 0 C. Due to heat loss
radiation and conduction, the actual temperature will be slightly less but will still
above the melting point of aluminium oxide (2040 0 C) which forms a molten slag.
The molten iron liberated by the thermite reaction is itself capable
combustion in an oxygen atmosphere [Reference 5].
2Fe
iron

+

(3/2)02

Fe 2 0

-

oxygen
The heat of reaction, -825

kJ

ferric
mole - ' of Fe

20 3

3

the
by
be
of

(2)

oxide

, is comparable with the

thermite reaction. While the adiabatic combustion temperature is 2877°C, actual
temperatures lie closer to 24000C, recorded for the thermic lance [Reference 5], due to
high radiative heat losses. The ignition temperature lies around 1400 0 C, much lower
than the ignition temperature of aluminium (approx. 2000 0 C). Note that the ignition
temperatures of both iron and aluminium are controlled by the melting point of their
respective oxides.

5

If equations (1) and (2) are added together and common ten

cancelled

then:
+

2AI
aluminium

3/202
oxygen

A12 0

-

(3)

3

aluminium

oxide

In other words, in the ignition of aluminium the thermite reaction can act
as an intermediate step. Whereas aluminium is difficult to ignite directly, due to the
high ignition temperature of 2000 0 C, the thermite reaction route provides a lower
temperature

of initiation (650-800°C).
At the micro-scale the question arises, how
initiated, given the 650-800 0 C ignition temperature and the
quenching due to heat dissipation? Thiessen ct al [Reference
iron oxide (Fe 2 0 3 ) particles bombard an aluminium plate at
being kept in a vacuum) then:

is

the

thermite reaction
greater scope for reaction
4] &unstrated
that when
sonic velocities (the plate

(a)

some of the Fe2 0 3 (non magnetic)
(magnetic) and elemental iron;

(b)

the surface of the aluminium is pitted;

(c)

light emission is observed, associated

is converted

to Fe3 0 4

with particle impact.

To accelerate the ferric oxide, a choked nozzle was employed with argon as the carrier
gas. Since argon is an inert gas, the chemical reactions that took place were between the
aluminium plate and the impacting particles. It was considered that the reactions were
due not to kinetic heating but to tribomechanically induced reactions.
In a second series of experiments Heinicke and Harenz [Reference 6]
showed that metal fires could be initiated by grinding metals and ferric oxide in a baii
mill, pressurized with oxygen. The lag between the start of the grinding and initiation
of the metal combustion was variable. Fires were obtained with both iron and
aluminium. The reaction mechanism is not yet understood in detail. As fires can be
initiated by sand plus rust in iron pipework carrying oxygen gas at modest gas
velocities (50ms " 1, Reference 6), it may well be the reactivity of Fe203 which is the
important factor.
In the case of aircraft A9-756, the evidence suggests that a metal particle
(chromium or chromium-rich iron) impacted on an anodised alumini,,m surface coated
with rust. The hard A1 2 0 3 coating on the aluminium surface may have served as a
.nc" 'd ,,,ith
,'-- mode o ig"ition being related to that involved in the
ignition of iron pipework by impacting particles of rust and sand rather than to the
thermite reaction. i.e. the abrasive action of the aluminium oxide surface had heated
the metallic particle to ignition.
This latter mechanism is attractive, since:
(a)

iion has - lower thermal conductivity than aluminium;

(b)

metal particles are more easily ignited than block metal (the
thermal conductivity of aluminium would have been the factor
which quenched the ignition).

If this latter mechan ism is the correct one, elimination of metal particles
(which tend tc be larger) would be inore cost-cffective than attempting to eliminate
totally the finer metal oxide dusts.
No information is available on other metal oxides such as those of copper
(CuO, Cu 2 0) or zinc (ZnO). On a macro-scale, copper oxide reacts with aluriniurn even
more vigorously than iron oxide, while zitic oxide is unreactive, However, zinc oxide
6

and alumini urn will react in a thermlite reaction w&hen chlorinated hydrocarbons arc
present, the combination being the basic formulation for screenine- smoke I Reference
21. The corresponding fluorine comnpounds would be expected to be effect y~e
substitutes for the chlorinated comipounds.
Possible miodes, or conthination of modes, hy which the observed i !iii:
inl A9-750 was quenched include:
(a)

depletion

(b)

rapid helt

conduction

the temperature

by

su plyv

the

(chieck

al uminiurn

v alvecs

alloy

block

ope)LCI
j1

quchne,,,

of reaction below, 200(l)C

of

surperheating

(c)

o xvg en

of

the

molten

alumninium:- a characterisric:
is, the tendency for the metld t, h":,.
reaiction /one away fromt tle wc!.~~ic
quenching the reaction I lReference 71.

aluminium combustion
explosively, lifting the

and thus

thte

itr:,e rtial
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eC n er fitting (to halt the flow of oxygen leaking through the No. 3 poppet valve) as a
tactor which assisted the ignition process. Although ignition may have occurred
the conditions that prevailed immediately prior to the attempt at resealing the
patterns, assisting
No. 2 oygen cylinder, this operation would have disturbed now
nment of stationary or slow moving particles into the high velocity gas stream.
1: ; debatable whether the cylinder should have been left isolated and the rest of the
, e,:cn allow ed to bleed off.
'Aith
The actual site of ignition of the fire cannot he ascertained
,v: dence. Ho ever, given the short duration of the fire before blow-out occurred, the
e cc:t of thermal gradients on the direction of fire spread in metal blocks. Reference
0
ard the geoietrv of the block, radial propagation of the fire from the point of
cu.t:,
could be expected. These considerations and observation of the aci:ual damage
,,he ,e d in the block, lead to the ignition site lying in the connecting passage
uc',A ce the No. I and No. 2 poppet valve chambers or the intersection of that passa'ge
k: -::he passage leading to the No. 2 poppet valve chamber a1pd ta .ing towards the No.
poppet vale (Figure I & h).

7.

CON'I'AMINATION

AND DEFFCTS IN

OXYGEN

SYSTEMS

Frequent charging
%klcharei
il lead to the gradual accumulation of contaminants. It w"ould not be
feasible to keep an oxygen system ,hiCh i i f) continuous us,- entirely free

Oxsen systenis are used under a vare:y of conditions.

:v
,

:utiW iaio:i.
I100. the
I, a

se

iiV a*teiupts to do sit would not be cost-effective. However, as seen
presence
of ,on tam i nt s
can have catastroph i c con sequences.

ba'.auce

muts

be

,truck

in

requircments

for

the

cleanliness

of

oxygen

While it is geerally recognised that oxygen svstenis should be kept clean,
naite procedures do not reflect a detailed understanding of the contaminants to
ioided [Reference 101.

The suggested ignition in A9-300 involved metal particles and oxide
pirticlcs Crust'). Oxide particles tend to be fine dust, while metal particles may be
larger. When mobile, larger particles will have greater kinetic energy and arc
h,erefore more likely to activate ignition. It is suggested that more effective filters
or particles be employed, possibly down to the range of 1-10 microns.
Gross contamination by oxide dusts should be avoided but filtering to
cl;:tnate these completely mayv
not be practical. Regular inspection for possible
'urces
of oxide dusts should be mandatory in. for example, steel cylinders used for
r,'-supply. Stainless steel lines should be carefully inspected (and passivated) before
,utallation in aircraft oxygen svstems, to avoid rust contamination due to poor
pik!
procedures etc.. during component fabrication.
In oXygeni systems, a defect in isolation may not pose a serious hazard.
I ,ever.
svhem a number of deLccts of different origin occur In combination, then the
of fire may be greatlv enhamtced (the haard posed by a combinatiot of defects can
far greater than the suniinatioti of the mdividual risks). For instance, propagation
(,t ihe oberved ignition, reported in section 4.4, wkould have been enhanced if it had
,, ;7Jc
, l adiaccn: to the metal burr discussed In section 4.3. Had the burr been
kithin ie
root of a screw thrcad ltiet
there would have beett a greater
;,.,, it v
:.' he metal block ittitirng. Aty other defective condition present which
ci
Ie eitmjI:,htl availabilit
of oXvgin ti propagate the comnbustion. waould
u~t, cr cOMipounid
the haiard level.
Itl recogn1siig that it is ntot practical to eliminate completely oxide dusts
!it ihe
miner metal particles, great care should be taken to ensure that other sturces
,l ,vtent ldefect's and contamination are mnittised. Thus replacement parts should be
carefulllv in spected prior to itstalt lat ion to en sure they are not defective and do
,iply
Aith th
le manufacturer's and/or RAAF specifications. Where a replacement
itlfrs frnm We parl to be replaced the Chiiie should be qLuestioted. Colour
.I.
, in (I
rings privide a good exaniple. thLCse arc usually red tsIIcoTe
i0

clasic ner)
Black '0 rings, Usually
signifying that the elastomner is 'Neoprene'.
should niot 'be accepted as Neoprene is t~ satisfactory for LSe in aerospace ox.ygen
systce ii. [Rc-ference 121. By strict qualit- coitro! att all le-vels, the coniptunditig effect
onl hazard I-velS Of .ItLtiplC system defects
:an he ntir.imnised.

8.

MAINTENANCE

PROCEDURES

I he fire in Orion \9- 30(0 brings iinto question the appropriateness of anl
on-condition
na~in~enance ph ilosophy. Through the accumulation of Loiitaminaiis tnc
risk of igniitioni ii anl oxygein :ystern could he quit( high long before an) operitiion-a.
malfunction OCC :,red 0o warrant miaintenaonce inder 'on condition' nroi'cduris. It i
highly probable
flat an operational iiallunction
i c on i ur, citI
wo
A'in
SyS t e
c(-,c'-in-ition would enhlanice the risk of jertition. Tf.eretorc, use Of x. 'on-conditionl
maintenance philosophy may caid lo a , uicaoii \kb. rL fire is the first Indication tha:
Maintenance action is warranted. ('tear!- thc,
-- a nteed for a regular inspectioni of
a ir cra ft
ox g enI syvst emIIIs
for the le' Il o f p.& ti cul ate cont am iniat ion, miaterl'
degradtiion and corrosiot. The period bem~cnl inspections must be establizhed b%
cxperietci,
though the freqpines' or oxygen s ' stcin recharging should be taken iwi-O
account. InI the case of componenis nmade f-rm etaStomeis (eg. '0' ri Igs) th11
environmenttal temperature regime is also important.
It is concluded toat the hi ,h pressure )xygen supply svsten-, for Orion
aircraft, noth onboard andl off, contained a range oif deficiencies. It was only a
question of time before a catastrophic event sucb as the fir( in A9-300t occurred.

9. NIEfALS FOR OXVGEN SERVICE
Wih the exception of gold (and to son~ic extent silver, nickel and copper),
metals in common use in high pressure oxygen systems are thermiodynamically
unstable. The chemical s'-bility of oxyge n systems is dependent on kinetic control,
ensuring that the rate of chemical reaction is negligible. Any varial )n which allows
chemical reaction via anl altertnative, lower energy, pathway will destabilize the
systemn. The situation is not dissimilar to that of high explosive-; and motnopropellants which depend on thei,: thermodynamic instability for their function.
Pr,)','idc(J high explosives are handled correctly they arc 'safe'. However the risk of a
malfunction (ie. accidental exposurc to shock wave)l is finite and often significant. A
similar risk situation applies to high pressure gaseous oxygen systems.
The choicc of rnet~l for use in high pressure oxygen equipnTt IS a
compromn..e between safety, lightness, strength, corrosiomn resistance and other
Factors. No mectal is utniquelyv siuited to oxygen service and thus the choice (if mectal
Most be baIsed or the particular application [Referenee 1ll.
The fire in A9-300~ call: into ouestion the wiSdom Of' UsIe 01,11111i1:11
a! lovs. How e ver, SteelC sVsteCms carn be senisiive ii rusitj l1, sa,!1( _'(d Jie.jiajjm
Re ferecec 61. Onice a fire slarts inl an aircraft oxygen syste Ii it p obahly matr
t
little wkhether the ceinhustiiin temperature is 240Y)d
C (steel) or 16()tt()
ia
mi)in
Mos t iof the polyniers, etc. inI the furnishings and fittings of at, aircraft c in teiceit'id
helow 100tt( 0 C, in a;r.
Altimiiiiu i s possib-ly s ifcr thait Stainless steel, due to thle htIegh Cr
gn it; uTI temiperature ( 2(t 001
vs 14(0"C see settioti 4.4), prov'ided the ci rcuin,i~
undc- A~hich the ignition temperature of aluninium way be lowered are uitderstood
and avoided. Where the risk of corntamntatiotn is high al unmiinim dhould be avoided.
The totality of, an oixygcn systemn and its usage pattern needs ca~refilICOnsideram ion
when choosing materials. Each system is a separate case. Bar graphs of the relative
resi stance to ignitiotn (a function of ignition temperature and the square roots of'
thiermial co. Juctivity, density' and specific hecat), potntial fire severity fo~r equal
weoigdit (coinbustion energy/kg), potential fire severty for eq ual volume (con, bustilon
II

energy/m3), and the potential fire severity range for equal strength (a function of
combustion energy, density and allowable working stress) are given in Figure 24,
taken from Reference I1.
Most work on metals in oxygen has involved the effects ur variation of
temperature and pressure, especially in relation to exposure of fresh metal surfaces
due to fract:c. The role of metal particle-metal oxide impact on metal ignition has
only been
ionsidered for the case of rust with aluminiun. Further research on other
metal-metal oxide combinations
such as the copper oxides and chromium oxides
which could prove hazardous in high pressure oxygen systems is required.

10.

CONCLUSIONS

The high pressure oxygen supply system for Orion aircraft, both on hoard
and off, contained a range of deficiencies. It was only a question of time hfore a
catas'rophic event such as the fire in A9-300 occurred. The most probable cause of
ignition for the fire in A9-300 was a thermite reaction involving aluminiunt,
i".i',r
without, either (or both) iron oxide and copper oxide. Energy for the rnitiauon offthe
reaction probably came from metal particle impact associated with high gas ,eIte,
present in the oxygen system at the time (due to a defective poppet valve). That the
metal fire star'ed at the time when an attempt was made to close the vcnting line to the
No. 2 Oxygen cylinder may not have been coincidental.
The role of oxides other than ferric oxide (in the form of rust) a:nd othe;
metals in the ignition of aluminium metal in the presence of oxygen is puor'.,
understood. The dearth of information on the ignition of metals in the prc-cncc of
contaminants draws attention to the need for fundamental research n this area. The.
goal of such research should be to:
(a)

provide a rational basis for
maintenance procedures; and

(b)

improve

the

safety characteristics

12

oxygen

system

of the oxygen

cleaning

equipment.

and
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FIGURE 2.

HIGH PRESSURE MANIFOLD AND CHECK VALVE ASSEMBLY.
THE LARGE ARROW SHOWS HOW THE ASSEMBLY IS
POSITIONED IN THE AIRCRAFT.

SCALE: 1 APPROX.
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AN EXPLODED VIEW OF THE HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN
MANIFOLD AND CHECK VALVE ASSEMBLY.

NOT TO SCALE

P"A,

FIGURE 4

HIGH PRESSURE MANIFOLD AND CHECK VALVE ASSEMBLY
(ARROWED) AS FOUND 'IN SITU' AFTER THE FIRE IN A9 300

SCALE 1/10 APPROX.

FIGURE 5. VIEW OF THE BURNT FILLER BLOCK SECTION OF THE HIGH
PRESSURE MANIFOLD AND CHECK VALVE ASSEMBLY
(AIRCRAFT A9-300). A WHITE SPOT NEAR THE TOP LEFT
HAND CORNER (ARROW) MARKS WHERE THE FIRE
PENETRATED THE REAR FACE (FRONT ,,CE OF F!' 'RE 2)
MAGNIFICATION: 1.5 APPROX.

FIGURE 6

VIEW OF THE BURNT FItlI ER BLOCK SECTION M) IH HIGH61
PRESSURE MANIFOLD AND CHECK VAtVE ASSEMBLY
(AIRCRAFT A9-300) FROM UNDERNEATH (SEE FIGURE 2).
NOTE THE REMNANT OF I HE SCREW THREAD ON THE LEFT
(LONG ARROW) INDICA-TING THAT THE STAINLESS STEEL
FITTING FELL OJT TOWARDS THE END OF THE EVENT THE
ENLARGEMENT OF THE PASSAGE TO POPPET VALVE
CHAMBERS (1) AND (2)IS EVIDENT
MAGNIFICATiCON 1 5 APPROX

FIGURE 7.

VIEW OF THE BURNT FILLER BLOCK SECTION OF THE HIGH
PRESSURE MANIFOLD AND CHECK VALVE ASSEMBLY
(AIRCRAFT A9-300), FROM THE TOP, LOOKING DOWN INTO
THE CHECK VALVE CHAMBERS (No. 1 IS ON THE LEFT). NOTE
UNDAMAGED PATCHES ON WALL OF No. 2 CHAMBER
(ARROWS) WHERE IT WAS PROTECTED BY THE FLUTES OF
THE POPPET (ITEM 8, DETAIL A, FIGURE 3).
MAGNIFICATION: 1.5 APPROX.

FIGURES

P(JPPFT VAlVE FROM No 3 INIFT CHAMRFR NOTE LIMITFF)
FiRFh DAMAGE AND ARSFNC-F OF SCRFW\ HEAL) (ITFM 5
DL TAil A FIGURE- W

IMA(;NiFIGlATIrJrj

A FPROX

SECTION THROUGH BRASS SCREW OF POPPET VALVE
FROM No 3 CHAMBER (FIGURE 3, DETAIL A, ITEM 5)
SHOWING THE EXTENT OF DAMAGE TO THE
COUNTERSUNK HEAD (THE ORIGINAL SHAPE IS
OUTLINED) AN AREA OF TH[ CORRODED THREAD
(ARROWED) IS SHOWN IN FIGURE 91)
MAGNIFICATION 40 APPROX
FIGURE 9a
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AN ENLARGEMENT OF THE AREA ARROWED IN FIGURE 9a
SHOWING THE EXTENT OF THE DEZINCIFICATION IN THE
THREADS. THE GREY AREAS WHICH APPEAR TO
PENETRATE THE MATRIX ARE ZINC OXIDE. AN EXAMPLE
OF AN AREA OF PRECIPITATthD COPPER IS ARROWED.
MAGNIFICATION: 200

SECTION THRUUGH BRASS SCREW OF POPPET VALVE
FROM No. 3 CHAMBER (FIGURE 3, DETAIL A, ITEM 5). NOTE
THE CORROSION (EXAMPLES ARROWED) ALONG THE
FDGES OF THE SCREW THREAD AND THE BASE OF THE
SCREW AS A RESULT OF DEZINCIFICATION
MAGNIFICATION: 60

FIGURE 10

S..

FIGURE 11.

•

4o

SECTION THROUGH THE BRASS HEAD OF POPPET VALVE
FROM No. 3 CHAMBER (FIGURE 3, DETAIL A, ITEM 5). THE
ROUGH NATURE OF THE SURFACE, WHICH IS COPPER RICH
DUE FO SELECTIVE LEACHING, IS CONSISTENT WITH AN
ADVANCED STATE OF CORROSION/OXIDATION.

MAGNIFICATION 200

FIGURE 12.

POPPET VALVE FROM No. 3 CHAMBER (FIGURE 3, DETAIL A,
ITEM 5) WITH POPPET SEAL, SEAL RETAINER, AND SCREW
REMOVED. NOTE LIGHT AREA (LONG ARROW) WHERE
POPPET SEAL WAS NOT BONDED TO THE ALUMINIUM
BODY AND THE NUMEROUS SCRATCH MARKS. (SHORT
THICK SCRATCH ON RHS (CURVED ARROW) IS POST FIRE
DAMAGE.)

MAGNIFICATION: 7 APPROX.

FIGURE 13

POPPET VALVE FROM No. 3 CHAMBER (FIGURE 3, DETAIL A,
ITEM 5) SHOWING DEFORMATION AND LIFTING OF THE
POPPET VALVE SEAL SOMF OF THE SCRATCH MARKS
REFERRED TO IN FIGURE 12 ARE VISIBLE TO THE RIGHT
(ARROW)

MAGNIFICATION

12 APPROX

FIGURE

14

A COURSE FILTER FROM AIRCRAFT1 A9 755
FRETTING AROUND THE EDGE (ARROWVED)

NOTE

MAGNIFICATION 9 APPROX
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FIGURE 16. CORROSION ON THE WALL OF THE INLET POPPET VALVE
CHAMBER OF A HIGH PRESSURE MANIFOLD AND CHECK
VALVE ASSEMBLY (NOT FROM AIRCRAFT A9K300).
MAGNIFICATION 10 APPROX

FIGURE 17.

RUST ON THE INTERNAL WALL OF A STAINLESS STEEL PIPE
FROM AIRCRAFT A9-756. THE PIPE CONNECTED THE
MANIFOLD CHECK VALVE TO THE CHARGING VALVE
(FIGURE 1).

MAGNIFICATION: 10 APPROX.

FIGURE 18

A SECTION THROUGH THE CENTRE OF THE STAINLESS
STEEL PIPE SHOWN IN FIGURE 17 SHOWING THE EXTENT
OF THE RUST DFPOSIT

MAGNIFICATION

10 APPROX

FIGURE 19

AN EXAMPLE OF IGNITION WITHIN THE INLET MANIFOLD
OF A HIGH PRESSURE MANIFOLD AND CHECK VALVE
ASSEMBLY (TAKEN FROM AIRCRAFT A9-756) NOTE
WHERE A BEAD OF FROZEN LIQUID HAS BROKEN OFF
(ARROW) TO REVEAL THE UNDAMAGED SURFACE
UNDERNEATH. THE BROWN POWDER IS RUST.
MAGNIFICATION 9 APPROX

THE FILLER BLOCK, OF THE MANIFOLD CHECK VALVE
ASSEMBLY, TAKEN FROM AIRCRAFT A9-756 SHOWING A
MACHINED SCREW THREAD. THE BRIGHT SURFACE
TOWARDS THE TOP OF THE FIGURE IS WHERE A
STAINLESS STEEL FITTING HAS BEEN REMOVED TO
FACILITATE INSPECTION. NOTICE THE BURR OF ANODISED
METAL (ARROW) LEFT ON THE ANODISED SCREW
THREAD METAL BURRS SUCH AS THIS, DUE TO MORE
FAVOURABLE SURFACE TO VOLUME RATIO CAN BE
IGNITED MORE READILY THAN THE METAL BLOCK. THE
LOCATION OF THE METAL BURRS WITHIN A SCREW
THREAD (RATHER THAN ON A FLAT SURFACE) WOULD
FURTHER ENHANCE THE PROBABILITY OF IGNITING THF
MAIN BLOCK OF ALUMINIUM
MAGNIFICAl ION 8 APPROX
FIGURE 20

Ik

FIGURE 21.

THE OTHER HALF OF THE SECTIONED INLET MANIFOLD
SHOWN IN FIGURE 19, SHOWING THE PATH (ARROWED)
TAKEN BY A BEAD OF MOLTEN MATERIAL. THE PASSAGE
AT THE TOP OF THE FIGURE LEADS TO THE No. 2 POPPET
VALVE CHAMBER. THE CENTRAL PASSAGE LEADS TO THE
'FILLER NIPPLE' (FIGURE 3).

MAGNIFICATION 9 APPROX.
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HORIZONTAL LINE JUST ABOVE THE FIRE ZONE MARKS
THE LIMIT OF RESOLIDIFIED ALUMINIUM ALLOY (ARROW).
THE SHALLOW DEPTH OF THIS ZONE EMPHASISES THAT
THE RATE OF COMBUSTION EXCEEDED THE RATE OF HEAT
TRANSFER INTO THE INTERIOR OF THE BLOCK.
MAGNIFICATION: 570
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